**THE GLOBAL FASHION FIGHT**

Join The Global Fashion Fight campaign during NY Fashion Week September 13 – 15. Events include an exhibit with photographer Chayo Mata, designer sample sale and benefit to raise funds for programs. Fashion Fights Cancer programs have included a designer series with Monique Pean, Tracy Reese and Byron Lars. Scarves designed, with Byron Lars, by cancer patients are available for purchase for $212.

For more information, visit fashionfightscancer.org.

**DAVID WEBB**

Inspired by the times, David Webb produced two versions of the peace sign in 1970; one in 18k yellow gold, platinum, black enamel and diamonds, and one in 18k hammered yellow gold set in a hard stone plaque. Forty years later, David Webb continues to produce archival pieces, including the above piece from the archives, as fresh and timely as ever. And below, from the current Bastille collection, the hard-edged, 18k yellow gold, diamond, turquoise, platinum and black enamel cuff. For more information, visit davidwebb.com.

**WIN THE ROME PRIZE**

Each year, the American Academy in Rome awards approximately 30 Rome Prize Fellowships in the arts and humanities. Winners spend six months to two years in Rome, working independently on their projects. The Academy provides housing, a studio or study, a stipend, and meals prepared by their own kitchen, the Rome Sustainable Food Project, which was cofounded by famed chef Alice Waters.

The annual application deadline is November 1. For more information, visit aarome.org.
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**CHAYO MATA**

**DAVID FRANCESCHINI**

**THE ENTRANCE TO THE ACADEMY’S MCKIM, MEAD & WHITE BUILDING**

**AN ARTIST’S STUDIO DURING THE ACADEMY’S ANNUAL OPEN STUDIOS EXHIBITION**

**THE ENTRANCE TO THE ACADEMY’S MCKIM, MEAD & WHITE BUILDING**

**THE ENTRANCE TO THE ACADEMY’S MCKIM, MEAD & WHITE BUILDING**
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**OBSESSIONS**

FASHION | FACES | FINDS

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WOBSESSIONS.COM